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Abstract 
Let C(X) be the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions of an infinite compacturn X 
with the sup-norm, which is homeomorphic to the pseudo-interior s = (- I, I)“’ of the Hilbert cube 
Q = [- 1, llw. We can regard C(X) as a subspace of the hyperspace exp(X x E) of nonempty 
compact subsets of X x E endowed with the Vietoris topology, where E = [-cx), ~1 is the 
extended real line (cf. (Fedorchuk, 1991)). Then the closure c(X) of C(X) in exp(X x E) is a 
compactification of C(X). We show that the pair (c(X). C(X)) is homeomorphic to (Q, s) if 
X is locally connected. As a corollary, we give the affirmative answer to a question of Fedorchuk 
(Fedorchuk, 1996, Question 2.6). 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let C(X) be the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions of a compacturn 
(= a compact metric space) X with the sup-norm. By the Kadec-Anderson Theorem 
([ll] and [l]) C(X) h 1s omeomorphic (z) to the pseudo-interior s = (- 1, 1)” of the 
Hilbert cube Q = [-1, 11”. Thus the Hilbert cube Q is a compactification of C(X). 
In this paper, we consider such a natural compactification of the Banach space C(X). 
LetIIR= [--00,30] =RU{- co, cm} be the extended real line, which is homeomorphic 
to [-- 1. 11. By exp(X x E), we denote the hyperspace of nonempty compact subsets of 
X x E endowed with the Vietoris topology, which is compact metrizable. ’ Identifying a 
* Corresponding author. E-mail: sakaiktr@sakura.cc.tsukuba.ac.jp. 
’ The VietoG topology of exp(X x [-1. I]) is induced by the Hausdortf metric. 
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map f : X + Iw c R with the graph of f c X x !@, we can regard C(X) c exp(X x @). 
It is easy to see that the topology of C(X) inherited from exp(X x E) is the same 
as the one induced from the sup-norm. Then the closure of C(X) in exp(X x E) is a 
compactification of C(X), which we denote by C(X). The following is our main result: 
Main Theorem. For a locally connected infinite compactum X, 
(c(X), C(X)) = (Q, ~1. 
After the notation of [8], the closure of C(X) in exp(X x IR) is denoted by Cn (X) 
(= cH(x,R)). 0 ne should note that c(X) # Cu(X) and our c(X) is equal to 
Cu(X,Iw). Fedorchuk [9] (cf. [S]) proved that if X is locally connected and has no 
isolated points then Cu(X) coincides with the space USCC(X) (= USCC(X,lR)) 
of upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.) multi-valued functions ‘p: X + Iw such that each 
(P(Z) is a continuum (= a bounded closed interval or a point in this case), and 
Cu(X, [-1, 11) = USCC(X, [-I, I]). * He also proved that if X is infinite and lo- 
cally connected then Cu(X, [-1, 11) = Q and C”(X) KZ Q x [0, 1) x Q \ {pt}, hence 
(“(cH(x)) M Q, where o(Cu(X)) is the Alexandroff one-point compactification of 
Cu(X). However, in his proof of [9, Proposition 2.31 (i.e., Cu(X, [-1, 11) z Q), Fe- 
dorchuk slipped up on the proof of (a version of) Torudczyk’s disjoint n-cells property. 
See Appendix for a counter-example. In his proof of the fact that &(X1 [- 1, 11) is an 
AR, there is no problem (cf. [9, Proposition 2.11). However, reproving this fact on the 
way to prove the main theorem, we will give an alternative proof. Thus one can read 
this paper without Fedorchuk’s paper [9]. 
As a corollary of our main theorem, we can prove the following: 
Corollary 1. For a locally connected injinite compactum X, 
(cdx)~c(x)) =(Q x [O, l),s x [0, 1)). 
By this corollary and [5, Theorems 6.4(l), 6.6 and 6.21, we have 
(~(CH(X)),~(CH(X))\C(X))M (Q,Q\sL 
that is, (o(Cn(X)), C(X)) M (Q, s). Th us we have the affirmative answer to [9, Ques- 
tion 2.61, that is, 
Corollary 2. For a locally connected injinite compactum X, (a(C~(x)), C(X)) z 
(Q, s). 
By LIP(X), we denote the subspace of C(X) consisting of Lipschitz maps. 3 Then 
(C(X),LIP(X)) M ($1 C) f or any infinite compactum X [16], where C = {(xi)iE~ E 
s ) supiEw Izi 1 < 1). The following follows from our main theorem and [5, Lemma 4.31: 
* This is also valid in case X is nonmetrizable [9, Theorem 1.91. 
3A map f: X + R is Lipschitz if there is some k > 0 such that If(z) - f(y)1 < /cd(z, y) for each 
z, y E X. Here the metric d for X can be replaced by any admissible metric. 
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Corollary 3. For a locally connected infinite compactum X, 
(c(X), C(X), LIP(X)) = (Q, s. 2). 
In case X is a Euclidean polyhedron, let PL(X) be the subspace of C(X) consisting 
of PL maps. Then (C(X),PL(X)) = (s,cr) f or any compact Euclidean polyhedron X 
with dim X # 0 [lo], where 
0 = { (Xi)iEN E s 1 xi = 0 except for finitely many i E N}. 
Furthermore, we have (C(X), LIP(X), PL(X)) z (s, C, a), where X admits the metric 
inherited from Euclidean space [15]. By Corollary 3 and [4, Theorem 2.41, this can be 
extended as follows: 
Corollary 4. For a compact Euclidean polyhedron X with dim X # 0, 
(c(X), C(X), LIP(X), PL(X)) = (Q, s, C, v). 
In our results, the local connectedness of X is essential. For instance, as will be seen, 
c(X) is not locally path-connected in case X is the comb space (Example 1). 
2. Proofs of Main Theorem and Corollary 1 
We call a closed set A in Y a Z-set if any map f : Q + Y can be approximated by 
maps g : Q + Y \ A. A countable union of Z-sets is called a Z,-set. To prove Main 
Theorem, we use the following characterization of the pseudo-boundary B(Q) = Q \ s 
of Q [2] (cf. [5, Lemma 8.11). 
Lemma 1. For a subset M c Q, (Q, M) M (Q, B(Q)) if and only ifM is a Z,-set in 
Q and sat@es the following condition: 
(b) for any pair (A, B) of compactu in Q such that B c M and for any E > 0, there 
exists a closed embedding h : A 4 M such that hi B = id and h is E-close to id 
In the above, even if Q \ M M s and M is a .&set in Q, we cannot in general obtain 
(Q, W x (Q, B(Q)). Th ere are some delicate problems. Refer to [7] and [12]. 
Since X is compact and locally connected, it has only finitely many components 
Xi,. . ,X,. Then 
(c’(x), cH(-x), c(x)) ~25 ~c(xi),~C,(X,),~C(Xi) 
i=l i=l i=l 
Since X is infinite, some Xi is nondegenerate. By using the following easy or well- 
known facts, we can easily reduce Main Theorem and Corollary I to the case X is a 
Peano continuum (= a locally connected continuum): 
(1) in case X is a singleton, Cn(X) = C(X) and (c(X), C(X)) z (E, R); 
(2) [O, 1) x 10, 1) = 10, 1) x (0, 1) = [O, 1) x [O, 11; 
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(3) (Q x [O, 11,s x (0,111 = (Q x [O,ll,s x P, 11) = (Q, 3). 
In the rest of this section. we assume that 
X is a nondegenerate Peano continuum. (b> 
Observe that @, Iw) M ([- 1 , 11, (- 1, 1)) and C&(X, [- 1, 11) is not only the closure of 
C(X, [-l,l]) but also the closure of C(X, (-1, 1)) in exp(X x [-I, 11). (One should 
note that Cn(X, (-l! 1)) is the closure of C(X, (-1,l)) in exp(X x (-1, l)).) Then 
we can replace (??(X),C(X)) by (Cn(X, [-l,l]),C(X,(-l,l))). Since X is a Peano 
continuum, X has an admissible convex metric d [3,13], whence each n~o points x, x’ E 
X can be joined by an arc in X isometric to the segment [0, d(x, x’)] in R. Let p be the 
metric on X x [- 1, l] defined by 
P((? t), (0’)) = max{d(x,x’), It - t’l} 
and PH the Hausdorff metric on exp(X x [-1, 11) induced by p. For F C X x [-1, I], 
we denote 
N,(F,E) = (2 E x x [-I, l] 1 p(.z,F) < E} c x x [-l,l]. 
Recall that PH(G, H) < E if and only if G c N,(F, E) and F c N,(G, E) because 
pH(G,H) = inf{e > 0 1 G c N,(F,&) and F C N,(G,&)}. 
By p:X x [-1, l] + X and q:X x [-1, l] + [- 1) 11, we denote the projections 
of X x [- 1, l] onto X and [- 1, 11, respectively. Recall a function (or a multi-valued 
function) cp :X + [- 1, l] is identified with the graph of cp, whence cp(x) = q(‘pnp-’ (x)) 
for each x E X and cp\A = cp n p-‘(A) for A c X. As is shown in the proof of 19, 
Theorem 1.91, 
(0 N,(fd n p-7 1 x IS connectedfor each f E C(X, [-1, l]), E > 0 and x E X. 
Since C(X, (-1,l)) d 1s ense in CH (X, [ - 1 , 11) and it is an AR, one might thought it 
is easy to absorb compact subsets of CH (X, [ - 1 , 11) into C( X, (- 1,l)). However, one 
should keep in his mind the following example: Let U and V be nonempty disjoint open 
sets in X such that diam(li U V) < E. Take x E U and y E V and let f, g : X + [0, I] 
be Urysohn maps such that f(x) = 1, f(X \ U) = 0, g(y) = 1 and g(X \ V) = 0. 
Then PH(f,g) < E but PH(f, 1/2f + 1/2g) > l/2, hence the path from f to g in C(X) 
defined by (1 - t)f + tg has the diameter 3 l/2. This example helps one to understand 
the proof below. 
Lemma 2. Let f:K(‘) -+ C(X,(-1,1)) b e a map of the O-skeleton of locally finite 
simplicial complex K. Then f extends to a map h : IEil + C(X, (- 1,l)) such that 
diam,,h(g) < 4diam,,,f(g(‘)) for every o E K, (*I 
where a(‘) = o n K(O). 
Proof. For each (T E K \ K(O), choose E, > 0 so that 
diam,,,f(g co)) < Ed < idiam,, f (a(O)) 
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and [-*I < Em if 0’ + u. For each v E K(O), let 
CL! = min{diam,,f(~ (0)) 1 0 E St(v, K)} > 0. 
where St(T1, K) is the star at 11 in K. Since X has no isolated points and K is locally 
finite, we can choose a finite subset A,. of X and an open set U,, in X for each w E K(“) 
so that f(tl) c N,(~(v) np-‘(A,,), E,,)), A, c U,, and Cl,) n U,t = 0 if v # Y’ E a(e) and 
0 E K. For each v E K(O), let r’?, :X + [O. l] be a Urysohn map such that T,,(A,~) = 1 
and r,, (X \ U,, ) = 0. 
Take the barycentric subdivision Sd K of K. The barycenter of u E K is denoted by 
b(o). We first extend f to a map g : ]Sd K(O)/ 4 C(X, (- 1. 1)) as follows: for every 
(T E K, 
.9@(g))(z) 
(dima + 1))’ 1 f(w)(z) if .T E X \ U U,:, 
U,E&‘) ?I&“) 
1 -- r,,(z) 
c f(w)(x) + r,(z)f(v)(z) 
di’nf7 + l wEg(o) 
if :I’ E UTi,, and v E a(a). 
Then observe that g(b(g))(a) = f(tj)(u) if c E K, 71 t CT(‘) and IL E A,. Since 
f(w) c NP(f(~),~O) for V, w E 0 (“), it follows from (#) that g(b(a)) n p-‘(x) c 
Np(f(Y). &CT) n P-w f or each .7: E X, hence g(b(a)) c N,(f(v). E,) for 71 E CJ(‘). 
Next we extend g to a map h : IKI = ]Sd Kl ----f C(X) as follows: 
for each (70 j 2 alI E K and ti > 0 such that Cr=“=, t = 1. Then 
PH(qz), f(v)) < El7 if z E St(v,SdK)] DID. 
In fact, we can write z = Cy&ti?~(a,), where 71 = 00 3 01 j ... 2 on 3 CT, 
ti 3 0 and Cy=ati = 1. For every a E A,, we have h(z)(a) = f(u)(u) be- 
cause g(b(g%))(a) = f(u)(u) f or each i = 1:. ,n. Then ,f(7)) n pp’(A,) c h(z), 
which implies f(u) c N,(h(a),E,) c N,(h(z),E,). On the other hand, g(b(ai)) c 
N&f(v): h) c Np(f(v), En) f or each i = 1,. , n. Then it follows from (#) that 
h(z) n P_‘(Z) c Np(f(tl), Gr) n p+(x) f or each z E X, hence /r(z) c N,(f(v),~,). 
To see (*), for each z, 2 E CJ E K, choose II. 71’ E a(‘) so that 2 E ]St(a, Sd K)I and 
z’ E ]St(rl’: Sd K)I. Then we have 
/)n(h(z), +‘)) 6 Ptr(h(z), f(74 + PH(f(7$ fb”)) + PH(~+‘), fb’)) 
< E, + diamp,, f(o”‘) + E,, 
6 $diam,,f(a(‘)) + diamPH f(cr(“) + +diam,,,f(a(‘)) 
= 4diam,, f (a(‘)). 
Therefore (*) holds. q 
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Lemma 3. There exists a homotopy y : C”(X, [-I, 11) x [0, l] + Cn(X, [-1, 11) such 
that y. = id and yt(C~(X, [- 1, 11)) c C(X, (-1,l)) for t > 0, namely the complement 
C&(X, [-I, 11) \ C(X, (-1,1)) is 1oculZy homotopy negligible (Z.h.n.) in CH(X, [-1, 11). 
Proof. For each n E N, let ZA, be a finite open cover of Cn(X, [- 1, l]) such that 
diam,,U < (n + l)-’ for each U E &. We define 
VV~={~x(2-‘,1])U~24~} and 
Wn={Ux((n+l)-‘,(n-l)-‘)IUEU,} forn>l. 
Then W = UnEN W, is a locally finite open cover of Cu(X, [- 1, 11) x (0, l] and U, = 
{P(W) I w E wz> f or each n E N. Let K be the nerve of W and g:Cn(X, [-1, l]) x 
(0, l] + ]K] a canonical map, that is, each g(‘p, t) is contained in the simplex spanned 
by all vertices W E W containing (cp, t). For each n E N, let K, be the nerve of 
J% u wI+1. Then each K, is a finite subcomplex of K and K = UnEN K,. By 
choosing f(w) E p(W) n C(X, (-1,1)) for each W E K(O) = W, we have a map 
f:K(O) + C(X, (-1,l)) such that diam,,f(a(‘)) < 2(n + l)-’ for each cr E K,. 
By using Lemma 2, we can extend f to a map h : lKI 4 C(X, (- 1,1)) such that 
diam,h(a) < 4diam,,f(g co)). Thus we obtain the map 
b:CH(X,[-1,1]) x (o,l] 4 c(x,(-1,1,) c cH(x, [-1,1]). 
For each (cp, t) E CH(X, [-1, 11) x (0, 11, c h oose n E N and W E IV, so that (n + 
l)-’ < t < 6’ and (cp, t) E W. Then we have 0 E K, such that g(cp, t) E CT and 
W E a(‘). Since h(W) = f(w) E p(W) n C(X, (-1,1)) and cp E p(W) E Z&, we 
have pn(h(W),p) 6 diam,,p(kV) < (n + 1)-l. Since h(W), hg(cp,t) E h(a) and 
diam,,h(o) < 4diam,,f(a(‘)) < S(n + l)-‘, it follows that 
PH(hg(cp,t),cp)6PH(hg(cp,t),h(W))+PH(h(W),cP) 
< S(n + l)-’ + (n + l)-* = 9(n + l)-’ < 9t. 
Then hg can be extended to the desired homotopy y by 70 = id. •I 
Using Lemma 3, we can easily prove the following Fedorchuk’s result [8,9]: 
Proposition. For a locally connected injnite compuctum X, CH(X, [- 1, 11) M Q. 
proof. Since C(X, (- 1, 1)) has the 1.h.n. complement in CH (X, [- 1 , 11) by Lemma 3 
and C(X, (-1,1)) M s, we can easily verify that Cn(X, [-1, 11) is an AR and has the 
disjoint cells property, hence Cn(X, [- 1, 11) M Q by Toruriczyk’s characterization of Q 
[19]. 0 
Proof of Main Theorem. Since C(X, (- 1,l)) IS completely metrizable, the complement 
it,! = cH(x, [-I, 11) \ c(x, (-111)) c cH(x, [-1,1]) 
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is an F,-set, hence a &-set by Lemma 3. It remains to prove that 111 satisfies the 
condition (b) in C&(X, [-1, l]), w h ence the result follows from Lemma 1. 
Let (A, B) be a pair of compacta in Cn(X, [-1, 11) such that B C M (i.e., 
B n C(X, (-1,1)) = 01, and let E > 0. Define a map a: A + [0, l] by o(p) = 
min{ 1: E, ~n(p, B)}/3. By Lemma 3, we can find a map .f : A * CH(X: [-1, 11) such 
that f(A\B) c C(X, (-1, l)), flB = id and p~(f(cp),p) < o!(y) for each cp E A\B. 
Since C(X, (- 1,l)) z s and A \ B is completely metrizable, we have a closed embed- 
dingg:A\B -+ C(X,(-1,l)) such that pu(g(cp). f(p)) < (t(p) for each ‘p E A \ B. 
Let :Q E X and define h: A \ B 4 M as follows: 
fb(cp) (x =: [dy)(~).min{ 1, g(P)(x) + 49)>] if 5 = 50~ g(p)(x) otherwise. 
As is easily observed, h. is continuous and injective. For each q E A \ B, 
m(h(cp):~) 6 m(Wdcp)) + PH(d’r”)dd) + PH(~(P~P) 
< Q(P) + Q(V) + o(p) = .?a(~) = min{ 1. E, PH(% B)). 
Hence we can extend h. to the map h: A + M by hlB = id. Then h is E-close to id. 
Since pH(%h(p)) < PH('PT~) f or each p E A \ B, &(A \ B) = h(A \ B) does not 
meet h(B). Then it follows that h is injective, whence it is an embedding since A is 
compact. 0 
Remark 1. By only a couple of adjustments in the proof of Lemma 2, we can prove the 
following: 
Lemma 2’ (due to the referee). Let M = CH(X, [- 1, l])\C(X, (-1, 1)) be the comple- 
ment of C(X, (- 1,l)) in f&(X, [- 1, 11). Then every map f : FL 4 M can be extended 
to u map h : W+’ + hf so that diam oH h(FP' ) < 4diam,, f(P). 
Sketch of proof. For every s E S” and every E > 0, there exist an open neighborhood 
G, of s in S” and a finite subset A, of X so that f(s’) c NP(f(s)np- (A,), E) for every 
s’ E G,. Now, we can find finitely many SI , ~2, . . . sp E S” so that open sets Gi = G,, 
cover $“. Then, given s E Sn, there exists i such that f(s) c N,(f(si) n p-‘(As,), E). 
We can make A,% = Ai pairwise disjoint. As in the proof of Lemma 2, enlarge the sets 
Ai to open sets Ui c X which are also pairwise disjoint. Use these Ai and Vi (replacing 
the vertices u by the points si, and dima + 1 by p) to define h(0) in the way that we 
have defined g(b(a)), where 0 is the center of the ball B”+‘. Write each z E I@’ in the 
form ts (s E $“, t E [O. 11) and define h(z) = tf(s) + (1 - f)ll(O). Then, h: ILiP+’ + Al 
is the desired one. q 
Since Cn(X, [-1, 1]) . IS an AR (which is proved by Fedorchuk in [9]), according to 
[18, Corollary 3.31, the above lemma shows that the complement 11f = C&(X, [- 1.11) \ 
C(X, (- 1; 1)) is l.h.n., hence it is a Z,-set in Cn(X, [-1, 11). Thus we do not need 
Lemma 3 to prove Main Theorem. But it follows from Lemma 3 that Cn(X, [-1, 11) is 
an AR. Namely, Lemma 3 gives us an alternative proof of this result. 
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Proof of Corollary 1 (cf. proof of [9, Proposition 2.41). By Main Theorem, 
(C,(X,[-l,l]),C(X,(-I,l)) = (Q,s), that is, 
(C,(X,[-~,I~),CH(X,[--I,~I))\C(X,(--~,~))M(Q,Q\S). 
Let 
D = c&X, [-1, 11) \ C”(X, (-131)) c CH(X, [-l,ll> \ qx, C-1, 1,>, 
where Cu(X, (-1,l)) is the closure of C(X, (-1,l)) in exp(X x (-1,l)). Then D is 
a Z-set in Cu(X, [-1, I]) z Q. F or each cp E Cn(X,[-l,l]), cp E D if and only if 
cp $z X x (-1, l), . i.e., maxcp(z) = 1 or mincp(z) = -1 for some z E X. We can define 
a homotopy q : D x [0, l] + D as follows: 
%(‘P)(“) = (1 -G(x) + +1>11 
=[(l-t)mincp(z)-t,(l--t)maxcp(z)+t] foreach ZEX. 
Then 770 = id and vt(cp)(z) = I-1, l] f or every cp E D, i.e., VI(D) = {X x [-l,l]}. 
Therefore, D is contractible. By Chapman’s Complement Theorem [61, 
CH(~, (-l, l)) = C&C f-1,11) \ D = Q \ {pt) = Q x LO> 1) 
It follows from [5, Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 6.21 that 
(C”(X, (-1, l))>CH(X, (-1, 1))) \ C(X, (-l> l)) 
M(Qx[O,~),QX[O,~)\SX[O,~)). 
Thus we have 
(CH(X)r C(X)) = (cH(x> (-1, l))~c(~, c-l> l,)) 
=(Qx [O,l),sx [W). 0 
Remark 2. In our results, the local connectedness of X is essential, that is, 
Example 1. There exists a continuum X such that Cn(X, [- 1, 11) is not locally path- 
connected, which means that neither C(X, [- 1, 11) nor C(X, (- 1,l)) has the 1.h.n. com- 
plement in CH(X, [-1, 11). 
Proof. Let X be the comb space, that is, 
x = ((n-1 1 n E N) u (0)) x [O, l] u [O. l] x (0) c lR2 
and let 
cpo = X x (1) U (0) x [0, l] x {-1,l) U {(O,O)} x [-1, l] E exp (X x [-1, 11). 
For each n E N, we define fn, gn E C(X, [- 1, 11) by 
-1 if z = n-l, 
fn(?Y) = y2+ + 1)x + 2n + 1 
2n(n - 1)~ - 2n + 1 
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and 
{ 
-1 if 2 < (n,+ I))‘, 
.9n(GY) = 1 if z > nP’, 
2n(n + 1)2 - 2n - 1 if (7~ + 1))’ < z < 77-l. 
Then pn(fn,(pa) = ~n(g,,cpa) = n-‘. Hence cpo E &(X3 [-1: I]). Let 
w = {‘p E cu(x, [-1, 11) ) p n [O, l] x [l/2, l] x [-l/2,1/2] = S}. 
Then W is an open neighborhood of cpa in Cu(X, [-1, 11). For each neighborhood V 
of cp() in W, choose n E N so large that fn, gn E V. By the same way as above, we 
can show that there is no path in W connecting fn and gn. Thus Cu(X, [-1, 11) is not 
locally path-connected at cpo. 0 
Remark 3. Since C(X, [0, 11) M C(X, [0, 1)) z s (cf. [14]), we can show similarly to 
Main Theorem and Corollary 1 that if X is locally connected then 
(CH(X, LO, II), C(X, LO, 11)) = (Q, ~1 and 
(cH(x> [o, l)),c(x, [o, 1,)) = (Q X [o> l)>s X [o, 1)). 
We can summarize them as follows: 
Corollary 5. For a locally connected infinite compactum X and a nondegenerate in- 
terval Y C IR, (Cu(X, Y),C(X,Y)) is a (Q, s)-manifold pair, that is, it is locally 
homeomorphic to (Q, s). 
Note that C(X,Y) is an s-manifold even if Y is an arbitrary separable completely 
metrizable ANR without isolated points [14]. However, in the above corollary, Y cannot 
be replaced by the unit circle S’ c lR2 even though X = [0, 11, that is, 
Example 2. The pair (Cn( [0, 11, S’), C( [0, 11, S’)) is not a (Q, s)-manifold pair. 
Proof. Let p be the metric on [0, l] x S’ defined by 
P((X> Y)? (.r’, V’)) = max{ Ix - 5’1, d(y, Y’)}, 
where d is the arc-length metric on 9’ (whence the diameter of S’ is equal to 7~), and 
let Pn be the Hausdorff metric on exp([O, 1) x S’) induced by p. First, we show that 
Cu([O, I], S’) = USCC([O, I], S’), where USCC([O, I], S’) is the space of of U.S.C. multi- 
valued functions cp : [0, l] + S’ such that each cp(~) is a continuum (= an arc or a point 
in this case). 
To see the inclusion “C”, let ‘p E Cu([O, 11, S’). Then cp is U.S.C. because cp is closed 
in [0, l] x S’. Assume that cp(~a) is disconnected for some ~0 E [0, 11. Then there are 
disjoint open sets VI, V2 C S’ such that cp(za) c VI U VZ and V, II cp(zo) # 0, that is, 
there are yz E & n cp(zo), i = 1,2. Since ‘p is u.s.c., ~0 has an open neighborhood U in 
[0, l] such that v(U) = U zEU cp(~) c V, U V,. Choose E > 0 so that 
&(P(zo)7&) c u x (VI u v2), 
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and f E C([O, 11,s’) so that &‘(f, ‘p) < E. Then there are ~1, x2 E [0, l] such that 
Jzi -x01 < E andd(f(xi),yJ < E, i = 1,2. Since the &-neighborhood of yi is connected, 
it is contained in Vi, hence f(~i) E Vi, i = 1,2. We may assume that 2’ < x2. Note 
that x’ < x < 22 implies /x - x0( < E, so x E U. Hence f([x’,x2]) c V, U VZ, which 
contradicts to the connectedness of f ([ XI, XI]). Consequently, q(x) is connected for each 
Z E [O, 11. 
To see the inclusion “>“, let ‘p E USCC( [0, 11, S’ ) and E > 0. Choose 
F={(xi,y~))Ii=l,..., n;j=l,... ,Ic(i)}Cp, 
(4 SO that ~H(F, ‘p) < E, where 0 = 2’ < 52 < . .. < X, < 1 and y, , . . . , yl:;)z) E Cp(Xi) 
(i = 1 , . . , n). Note that xi+’ - xi < E, where z,+’ = 1. For each i = 1,. . , n, choose 
xi = xii) < XI”’ < . . . < xf;i, < xi+]. 
Since ach ~([zi,xi+]l) = UzE[z,,z,+,~ cp(xc) is connected, we can construct a map 
f : [0, I] + S’ SO that f(~y’) = yj”‘, f( [xii), ~f’~,]) C Cp(xi) and f( [Xriij7 xi+‘]) C 
cp([xi,xi+]]). Observe that PH(f,p) < E. Thus, cp E Cu([O, 11,s’). 
Next, we show that Cu ([0, 11, S’) = USCC( [0, 11, 6’ ) is contractible. Let 
y:USCC([O, 11,s’) x [O, I] + USCC([O, 11,s’) 
be a homotopy defined by 7s = id and Ye = ~1s~ Nd(cp(x), trr) for t > 0, whence 
y,(q) = [O, l] x S’ E USCC([O, 11,s’). 
Since each p(x) is connected and d is the arc-length metric on S’, each rt(cp)(x) is 
connected. To see the upper semi-continuity of yt (cp) at x0 E [0, 11, let V be an open 
neighborhood of ~~(cp)(zs) in S’. Choose S > 0 so that Nd(~t(p)(~c),??) C V. Since 
cp is u.s.c., we have a neighborhood U of x0 in [0, l] such that p(V) = L_lzEU (p(x) c 
Ndcp(zo), S/2). F or each x E U and y E yt(cp)(x), there is some y’ E cp(z) such 
that d(y, y’) < t7r + S/2. Since d(y’, cp(~c)) < 6/2, we have d(y, cp(xo)) < tr + 6. 
In case d(y,cp(zo)) < kr, y E yt(p)(xo) c V. Otherwise, we have y” E S’ such that 
d(y, y”) < 6 and d(y”, cp(xo)) = t 7r b ecause d is the arc-length metric on S’ . Then 
y E Nd(yt((p)(xo),6) c V. Therefore each yt((p) is U.S.C. Thus y is well-defined. The 
continuity of y is easily checked. 
On the other hand, C( [0, 11, S’) has the homotopy type of S1. Hence C( [0, I], S’) has 
not the 1.h.n. complement in Cn( [0, 11, S’). 0 
Related with our results, there is the following general problem: 
Problem. Under a sufficiently general condition, find a natural local compactification 
C(X, Y) of C(X, Y) so that (C(X, Y), C(X, Y)) is a (Q, s)-manifold pair. 
Note that C(X, Y) is an s-manifold if X is an infinite compacturn and Y is an 
separable completely metrizable ANR without isolated points [ 141. 
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Appendix 
In [9], Fedorchuk proved that CH(X, [-I, 11) M Q and C”(X) E Q x [O, 1) for a 
locally connected infinite compact metric space. This result is reduced to the case X 
is a nondegenerate Peano continuum [9, Propositions 2.3 and 2.41. The proof of [9, 
Proposition 2.31 contains a gap, where the map f-1, is defined but it is not continuous 
even if X = [0, l]. Before giving a counter-example, we recall the definition of d,. Given 
.q) E X and 0 <: E < 1, ct,: C”(X. [-l> l]) + C”(X. [- 1. 11) is defined as follows: 
d,(cp) = (1 - E)(P U (20) x [ min( 1 - &)+7(q)> max( 1 - E)(I?(~o) + E]. 
In other words, 
(1 - E)i0(2) 
‘1’(io)(z) = { [min(l ~ ) ( ) 
if 5 # 50, 
E ‘p 50 ,max(l -E)(P(To) +E] if 5 = 20. 
Counter-example. Let X = [0, l] and 20 = 0. For each n E N U {0}, we define 
qn E CH(X, [-1, 11) as follows: 
90=Xx {O}U{O} x Lo.;] and 
gn = X x (0) U {l/n} x [OS i] for 72 > 0. 
Then pn converges to ~0. As is easily observed, we have 
r&(cpo)=X x {O}U{O} x [o,i(l +E)] and 
&((P,~) = X x (0) U (0) x [O. E] U {l/n} x [o, i( I - E)] for R > 0. 
It follows that 
pH(d&n).d~(+)O)) 3 min{ i (1 - E), E} for sufficiently large n, 
which means that d, ( pn) does not converge to d, (~0). 
One should remark that d, is always continuous on C(X. [-1, 11) because the eval- 
uation f H f(q) is continuous. We have used such a map in our proof of the main 
theorem. 
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